
ACROSS

1 Swimmers in bore by wharves (8)
6 Revolutionary sport in fine Asian city (5)
9 Fly back having absorbed western accent 
(5)
10 Make public where Jack is likely to go in 
Berks? (8)
11 Black run — again and again it’s freezing 
(4)
12 Gradually, flight holding times upset 
Paddy (4,2,4)
13 Payment system shot even if secure 
(4,3,3)
16 Artful plonker’s out of line (4)
17 Mars Bars best, essentially (4)
18 Assesses wannabe wits? I never 
bothered (10)
20 Peg so, so angry about bad reaction to 
stress (5,5)
23 I’ll be found on large toy (4)
25 Suspect former PM mostly limited by 
dimness (8)
26 Strong acid may score this buzz (5)
27 Dancing girl sham lawyer holds over (5)
28 Foal, perhaps playing, angrily biting 
mare’s tail (8)

DOWN

2 Missing daughter is increasingly weak-
minded — that’s concerning (5)
3 Instruments for drawing ship waves with 
advanced drag (9)
4 Example of Lewis gun initially seen as a 
weapon (2,3)
5 Develop in audition, at the home of 
conceited youth (5,2)
6 Link displayed by King riding horse 
wearing Queen’s monogram (9)
7 Old geeks ousting Germany’s experts (5)
8 Even lady in opposition brings chap from 
secret society (9)
14 Organ donated by curt tough female (9)
15 Cleaner wants empty bath and urinals 
dealt with (9)
16 Eddy’s both hands in trendy fleece 
gloves? (9)
19 Wingless ant bumped by winged insect 
in very small grass (7)
21 Quiet chief points across vacated hut (5)
22 Photograph primates raised around 
India (5)
24 Depression’s new for space pioneer (5)
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